A direct algorithm based on Joint EigenValue Decomposition (JEVD) has been proposed to compute the Canonical Polyadic Decomposition (CPD) of multi-way arrays (tensors). The iterative part of our method is thus limited to the JEVD computation. At this occasion we also propose an original JEVD technique. Most of the iterative CPD algorithms such as ALS have been shown by means of practical studies to suffer from convergence problems (local minima, slow convergence or high computational cost per iteration). On the other hand, direct methods seem in practice to confine these disadvantages but impose some restrictive necessary conditions. In this context, our proposed algorithm involves less restrictive necessary conditions than other recent direct approaches and a limited computational complexity. It has been compared to reference (direct and non-direct) algorithms on synthetic arrays and real spectroscopic data. These numerical examples highlight the main advantages of the proposed methods to solve both the JEVD and CPD problems.
Q and a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix S. It is well known that Q can be decomposed 114 into a product of Givens rotation matrices G(θ i j ) and a unitary diagonal matrix. In the same way, 115 it has been shown that S can be decomposed into a product of hyperbolic rotation matrices H(φ i j ) 116 and diagonal matrices [40] . Thereby, due to the indeterminacies of the JEVD problem mentioned 117 in theorem 1 and taking into account that diagonal, hyperbolic and Givens matrices commute, 118 the matrix A solving the JEVD problem given by (1) can be chosen as a product of Givens and 119 hyperbolic rotation matrices:
Inserting (2) into (1) and using the fact that H(φ i j ) −1 = H(−φ i j ) we get:
but we prefer the simpler formulation:
where each integer m of [1; M] AE stands for a couple (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N. It is worth men-123 tioning that any Givens or hyperbolic matrix is defined by only one parameter (angle). Therefore, 124 ideally we have to find a set of M = N(N − 1)/2 couples of parameters {(θ i j , φ i j )} 1≤i< j≤N in order 
This criterion is the generalization of the original Jacobi criterion to the joint diagonalization 140 context. Since Givens matrices are orthogonal, the same definition of N (k,m,n s ) holds in both the 141 joint diagonalization by congruence and JEVD cases and thus the same optimization algorithms 142 can be used. For instance, our proposed algorithm resorts to the same approach as the JAD 143 algorithm described in [42] whereas the sh-rt and JUST algorithms use their own minimization 144 scheme. 145 Once the optimal Givens matrix G(θ n s m ) is computed, different criteria can be used for the 
Targeting some components was originally proposed by Souloumiac in a different context [40] . 158 In the case of Givens matrices we showed that the optimizations of criteria (11) and (12) were 159 mathematically equivalent. 160 Now, let us look at the components of M (k,m,n s ) . As previously mentioned, we only consider the 161 (i, j)-th and ( j, i)-th components which are given by: 
The first term of the right-hand side does not depend on φ n s m . Indeed, we derive from (13) and 165 (14) the following equality: 
We denote by y ( 
with:
. Now defining the diagonal 2 × 2 matrix J such that J 11 = −J 22 = −1 and observing that 172 x(φ n s m ) T J x(φ n s m ) = 1, we have thus to minimize the quantity x(φ n s m ) T W (m,n s )T W (m,n s ) x(φ n s m ) under the constraint that x(φ n s m ) T J x(φ n s m ) = 1. This can be done using the Lagrange multipliers strategy.
Thereby, we have to minimize the L function given by:
Differentiation with respect to x(φ n s m ) leads to:
Since J −1 = J we have:
Thus, µ(φ n s m ) and x(φ n s m ) are associated eigenvalue and eigenvector of matrix JW (m,n s )T W (m,n s ) .
178
More particularly, we have the following lemma: 
The characteristic polynomial is then:
and the discriminant is:
Thereby, since w 1 w 2 , ∆ > 0 and JW (m,n s )T W (m,n s ) is diagonalizable and admits two distinct 188 eigenvalues α 1 and α 2 . Then we have:
The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives b 2 < ac hence α 1 α 2 < 0.
190
We now demonstrate the second part of the lemma. Multiplying (21) by x(φ n s m ) T J yields:
The quadratic form x(φ n s m ) T W (m,n s )T W (m,n s ) x(φ n s m ) is positive thus µ(φ n s m ) is positive too.
Hence the previous lemma allows us to easily compute x(φ n s m ) from W (m,n s ) and φ n s m is deduced 193 from the definition of x(φ n s m ):
Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed method. for i = 1 to N − 1 do 7:
for j = i + 1 to N do 8:
Compute the optimal angle θ n s m corresponding to the couple (i, j) and build G(θ n s m ); 9:
Replace the K matrices M (k) by G(θ n s m ) T M (k) G(θ n s m );
10:
Compute the optimal angle φ n s m corresponding to the couple (i, j) and build H(φ n s m );
11:
Replace the K matrices M (k) 198 there are N(N − 1)/2 Givens and hyperbolic matrices to compute and as many updates of ma-199 trices A, M (1) , · · · , M (K) . Computation of each hyperbolic matrix is dominated by the product 200 JW (m,n s )T W (m,n s ) which requires 3K multiplications. Givens matrices are computed in a similar 201 way [42] and thus also need 3K multiplications. For each update (line 12 of algorithm 1), matrix 202 A is multiplied by a Givens and a hyperbolic matrix. Both products can be done using a total of 203 8N multiplications. Finaly the update of each matrix M (k) (lines 9 and 11 of algorithm 1) is twice 204 more costly and involves 16N multiplications. Therefore the total computational complexity is:
Extension to the complex case 206
Let's now consider that matrices A and M (1) , · · · , M (K) belong to the complex field. In this . 212 We resort to the following classical parametrization of complex hyperbolic matrices, for each 213 couple m = (i, j) i< j we have:
Thereby we have to estimate for each matrix the couple (φ i j , α i j ) that minimizes the new 215 JDTM cost function:
Using the previous parametrization, we obtain: 
where: Differentiating (32) with respect to 4φ n s m and α n s m alternatively, then defining t n s m = tanh(2φ n s m ) and z n s m = e iα ns m , it can be shown after few more trivial computations that the solution couple which minimizesζ JDT M HC is also a solution of the following polynomial system:
Solution sets are then easily given by:
226
P 0 (z n s m ) = 0 and t n s m = 0;
or:
. (37) CPD states that any Q-order tensor (or Q-way array) T of size I 1 × · · · × I Q can be exactly 230 decomposed into a sum of Q-order rank-1 tensors. A Q-order rank-1 tensor can be defined as the 231 outer product between Q vectors x (1) , · · · , x (Q) . The rank R of T is then the minimal number of 232 rank-1 tensors needed to achieve the following decomposition:
Toward a new direct CPD algorithm: the DIAG method
10 Usually one also defines Q "loading" (or factor) matrices X (1) , · · · , X (Q) of size
r is the r th column of X (q) and the CPD is commonly rewritten as:
Our main problem is thus to find for a given tensor T of given rank R and order Q, the Q factor 236 matrices that solves (39). 
Unfolding matrix 238
It is well known that the CPD can be rewritten in a matrix form. Indeed, the tensor dimensions 239 can be merged in order to store all tensor entries in a single "unfolding" matrix. Obviously, there 240 are many way to merge the tensor dimensions and thus many possible unfolding matrices. As it 241 will be seen, the choice of the unfolding matrix has an impact on the algorithm limitations and 242 performance. Therefore, in order to cover all the possibilities, we introduce a P parameter in 243 order that the P first dimensions are merged into the matrix rows whereas the remaining Q − P 244 dimensions are merged into the matrix columns. The corresponding unfolding matrix is denoted 245 by T(P). Note that all the other unfolding matrices can be merely obtained by permuting the 246 tensor dimensions and changing the P value. T(P) entries are linked to T entries by the following 247 transfer formulas:
where, π a a = I a , π b a = I a I a+1 · · · I b and:
Then after some computations the CPD equation (39) can be rewritten as:
It is worth mentioning that a majority of CPD algorithms such as ALS or CFS resorts to the 251 P = 1 case. 252
The DIAG algorithm 253
The algorithm presented here is available both in the real and complex field. We start from 254 equation (43) and we define for a given couple of integers a and b, a
Now, let USV H be the singular value decomposition of T(P) truncated at the order R, assuming 256 that R ≤ min(π P 1 , π Q P+1 ) (hypothesis H 1 ). Thus there exists an invertible square matrix M of size
Recalling that Y (Q,P+1)
and using the definition of the Kathri-Rao product,
X T can be seen as a row block matrix:
where φ (1) , · · · , φ (I Q ) are the I Q diagonal matrices built from the I Q rows of the matrix X Q . As a 261 consequence, equations (46) and (47) yield:
where :
All matrices Γ (i) and Y (Q−1,P+1) X are of size π Q−1 P+1 ×R. We assume that P is chosen so that P < Q−1 264 and R ≤ π Q−1 P+1 (hypothesis H 2 ) and that they all admit a Moore-Penrose matrix inverse. Then we 265 define:
Now replacing Γ (i) by its definition yields:
where
. Thus, M −T performs the JEVD of the known set of matrices Θ (i 1 ,i 2 ) .
268
Therefore M −T can be estimated by the JDTM algorithm. Then one can immediately deduce reshaped into an order-P, rank-1 tensor Y (P,1) Xr whose factor vectors are the r-th columns of matri-274 ces X (1) , · · · , X (P) . Thereby a simple rank-1 High-Order SVD (HOSVD, [43]) of Y (P,1) Xr provides 275 a direct estimation of x (1) r , · · · , x (P) r . In the same way, the column r of Y (Q,P+1)
Xr whose factor vectors are the r-th columns of matrices 277 X (P+1) · · · X (Q) . Hence, x (P+1) r · · · x (Q) r can be estimated from the rank-1 HOSVD of Y (Q,P+1)
Xr
. 
283 multiplications, assuming that π Q P+1 > π P 1 . Then, the computation of the Θ matrices needs ap-284 proximately (RI Q ) 2 π Q−1 P+1 additional multiplications. Finally the cost of the JEVD procedure is 285 approximated by 8N s (I Q ) 2 R 3 . Additional computations can be neglected and thus we have:
Algorithm 2: Summary of the DIAG algorithm 1: Choose a value of P and a permutation of the dimensions of T as described in section 3.6; 2: Matricize the (possibly permuted) tensor T into matrix T(P) according to (40), (41) and (42); 3: Compute the SVD USV H of T(P), truncated at rank R; 4: Split SV H into I Q blocks of size R × π Q−1 P+1 in order to form the I Q matrices Γ (i) given by (49); 5: for i 1 = 1 to I Q − 1 do 6: Deduce
Xr ; 16: end for Γ DIAG should be compared to the numerical complexity of the ALS algorithm which is approxi-287 mately given by:
However the numerical complexity of the DIAG algorithm is strongly related to the choice of the The CPD algorithms are not always applicable due to their intrinsic restricted conditions. 306 We propose to compare here necessary conditions that ensure identifibility of the ALS, CFS and 307 13 DIAG methods. Let Q, R and I(i) be the tensor order, the CPD rank and the i-th dimension of 308 the tensor, respectively. A tensor of order Q and rank R can be canonically decomposed by ALS 309 only if:
DIAG conditions are given by hypotheses H 1 and H 2 . H 1 and H 2 were expounded for a given 311 order of the tensor dimensions (default order). Actually, By taking into account that the dimen-312 sions can be permuted we obtain the following more general condition:
AE , ∃ f I a permutation of the Q first natural numbers and ∃ q s > P such that:
Finally, the condition C CFS for the closed-form solution is given in [28] :
Proposition 1. C DIAG is more restrictive than C ALS but less restrictive than C CFS :
A proof is given in appendix. In practice the DIAG condition implies P ≤ Q − 2 and can be 317 reformulated quite easily for low order tensors (3 ≤ Q ≤ 5):
318 Third order tensors, Q = 3. Here we have necessarily P = 1 hence C DIAG becomes simply: at 319 least two of the tensor dimensions are greater or equal to the CPD rank R. Thereby at order 320 3 (and only at order 3) C DIAG and C CFS are equivalent.
321
Fourth order tensors, Q = 4. Here we can choose either P = 1 or P = 2 but the condition 322 remains the same in both cases and is simply: at least one tensor dimension is greater than 323 R and at least one product of two of the remaining dimensions is also greater than R.
324
Fifth order tensors, Q = 5. Here 1 ≤ P ≤ 3:
325
• if we choose P = 1 or P = 3 then C DIAG becomes: at least one tensor dimension is 326 greater than R and at least one product of three of the remaining dimensions is also 327 greater than R.
328
• if we choose P = 2 then C DIAG becomes: at least one product between two tensor 329 dimensions and another product between two of the remaining dimensions are greater 330 than R. The proposed algorithms are first validated on synthesized data sets. We first focus the JEVD 352 sub-problem for which we compare JDTM performances to these of other JEVD algorithms.
353
Then we compare the DIAG approach with CFS, an other direct algorithm and ALS-ELS which 354 is a reference iterative method, with respect to several scenarios. The last subsection is dedicated 355 to a particular tensor family for which iterative algorithms consistently fail to find the CPD. 
Entries of A, D (k) and E (k) are drawn randomly according to a standard normal distribution. The 362 scalar parameter σ allows us to regulate the power of the Gaussian additive noise E (k) . The SNR 363 is then equal to −20 log 10 (σ). Hence, σ is chosen in order to obtained the desired value of SNR.
364
At the end of each sweep, the squared off-diagonal components of the K matrices M (k,M,n s ) 365 are summed and the obtained value is compared to the value computed at the previous sweep.
366
Algorithms are stopped when the relative deviation between two successive values is smaller 367 than 10 −3 .
368
After having removed the scaling and permutation indeterminacies we define r A as the rela-369 tive root squared error between the true eigenvector matrix and its estimate A:
Note that in most practical applications and notably in blind source separation, one is only inter- clearly becomes the better choice as the difficulty increases.
401
As part of this study, we also evaluate JDTM ability to deal with an ill-conditioned eigen-402 vector matrix. For this purpose, we now compute the eigenvector matrix A with pairwise corre-403 lated columns as follows: odd columns, a 2r−1 , are still randomly drawn as previously but even 404 columns, a 2r , are built in the following way :
where n r is a vector of Ê N whose components are randomly drawn according to a standard 406 normal distribution. Thereby ν defines a collinearity factor which will vary from 0.1 to 0.9 so 407 that matrices A can be very ill-conditioned. Figure 4 
Performance comparison of the DIAG algorithm 412
We now study performances of the DIAG algorithm for the decomposition of noisy tensors.
413
Indeed, in most practical applications involving tensor analysis, a noisy tensor of rank R is mod- elized by "truncated" CPD of rank R m < R which is usually more relevant than the exact CPD:
where E is an error term. R m is the model rank. The DIAG algorithm is compared with an 416 ALS-ELS algorithm and with the CFS algorithm in various situations by means of Monte-Carlo 417 experiments. For each new experiment, a noise free tensor is built from factor matrices of R m 418 columns whose entries are randomly drawn according to a standard normal distribution. We then 419 add a Gaussian white noise whose the power is regulated according to the desired SNR value.
420
The comparison criterion, r X , is the Normalized Mean Squares Error (NMSE) computed between 421 actual and estimated factor matrices. Hence for a tensor of order Q we have:
where X (q) denotes the estimation of the factor matrix X (q) , the vec(·) operator maps a matrix 423 to a column vector by stacking its columns one below the other and med(·) denotes the median We then consider 8-order tensors of rank 6 whose all the dimensions are equal to 3. For this 449 more difficult case, we vary SNR values from 20 dB to 50 dB. CFS is inapplicable because 450 of its restrictive necessary condition. Indeed tensor rank is larger than the two largest tensor 451 dimensions. P is set to 4. Figures 5(b) shows that in spite of ELS, ALS is usefulness here.
452
Conversely DIAG performs well for the three SNR values above 20 dB. 
Influence of the collinearity factor 454
In the next two following examples we consider the CPD of rank 4 tensors whose columns 455 of the random factor matrices are pairwise correlated in all the modes (swamp). For instance, 456 correlated columns in mode q are built following the scheme of equation (60):
Note that it has been shown previously in [21] that in this kind of scenarios ALS performances SNR=50 dB) truncated at rank 3 to 7 respectively. After each CPD and for each estimated factor 489 matrix we keep the three columns that best correspond to the actual 3 factors. Thereby at the end We have shown some particular situations for which the DIAG algorithm provides the best 505 estimation results. However one of the main advantages of the proposed approach with respect 506 Algorithm R = 5, I = 5 × 10 × 5 × 10 R = 5, I = 5 × 5 × 10 × 10 Algorithm I = 7 × 7 × 7 × 7 × 7 × 7 I = 10 × 10 × 10 × 10 × 10 I = 10 × 10 × 10 Higher order tensors and tensors with correlated CPD factors. The first example of this group 541 deals with fifth order tensors (for which our version of ELS is not working). For the second 542 example we consider sixth order tensors. It is worth mentioning here that in both cases DIAG As a first conclusion DIAG appears as a good trade-off between estimation precision, speed 552 and numerical complexity. Besides, the DIAG + ALS-ELS procedure provides a similar or 553 better precision than that of ALS-ELS whereas its numerical complexity remains quite close to 554 that of DIAG. Hence by combining both algorithms one can achieve the best precision, a good 555 convergence speed and a reduced numerical complexity. 
Let's define its determinant ∆ by: (30, 0.3, 0.12). This tensor belongs to the rank 2 subspace but it is close to the variety ∆ = 0. Its 568 decomposition is given by the three following factor matrices:
with: x = (4h/e + d 2 ) we define a parameter δ such that the initial factor matrices of the ALS-ELS,
where E A , E B and E C are matrices of size 2 × 2 whose elements are randomly drawn according 579 to a standard normal law. We now define ǫ as the mean estimation error upon the three estimated 580 factor matrices, A, B and C:
The ALS-ELS algorithm is run 500 times on the tensor T , with a new draw of the E A , E B and 582 E C matrices at each time, and for different values of δ comprised between 1000 and 10 −10 . We which is contradictory to (A.10).
685
Therefore if C DIAG is verified then C ALS is verified. 686 
